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Proteins of the actin depolymerizing factor (ADF)/cofilin family are ubiquitous among eukaryotes and are essential

regulators of actin dynamics and function. Mammalian neurons express cofilin-1 as the major isoform, but ADF and cofilin-

2 are also expressed. All isoforms bind preferentially and cooperatively along ADP-subunits in F-actin, affecting the

filament helical rotation, and when either alone or when enhanced by other proteins, promotes filament severing and

subunit turnover.
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1. Introduction

The importance of the ADF/cofilin family of proteins with respect to the regulation of actin dynamics in virtually every

eukaryotic cell in every kingdom and phyla has resulted in numerous reviews covering most aspects of these proteins,

especially within the nervous system where they have essential functions in synaptic plasticity associated with memory

and learning . With so much known about these proteins, why is another review useful at this time? Within the past

few years, new post-translational modifications of these proteins have been reported, some of which are isoform specific

and, thus, potentially provide independent regulatory pathways.

2. Actin Dynamics and ADF/Cofilin Basics

Actin assembly will occur spontaneously in vitro when monomers are above a critical concentration and ionic conditions

allow them to self-associate to form a nucleating trimer. Assembly can occur with either ATP-actin or ADP-actin. Two

parallel strands of subunits with the same polarity assemble in a helical structure to produce a filament (F-actin). If ADP-

actin is assembled, the filament formed is an equilibrium polymer with the same critical (equilibrium) concentration at each

end. Filament ends are denoted as barbed or pointed, nomenclature taken from the arrowhead decoration of F-actin by

proteolytic fragments of myosin. If assembly is initiated with ATP-actin, the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP-Pi is rapid (~2 s) with

a much slower loss of inorganic phosphate (minutes when measured in vitro), the latter being accompanied by a change

in the filament structure resulting in different on/off rate constants (and, thus, different equilibrium/critical concentrations)

at the slower growing ADP-actin pointed end . Many F-actin binding proteins, including ADF/cofilin, can influence the

dissociation rate of Pi . The subunits of ATP-actin continue to add rapidly to the barbed end, but the loss of subunits

from the pointed end occurs as the actin monomer pool declines. At a steady state, ATP-actin subunits continue to add to

the barbed end, whereas ADP-actin subunits are lost from the pointed end to maintain a constant ratio of filament mass to

monomers, but the subunits will continue to treadmill through a filament if ATP is available ( Figure 1 ). In vivo, monomer

sequestering proteins prevent spontaneous filament nucleation, so growth occurs from either severed existing filaments or

from specific nucleation factors, such as formins or the Arp2/3 complex discussed below.
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Figure 1. Dynamics of actin assembly and cofilin-mediated disassembly for a filament at steady state. At physiological

ionic strength, Mg-ATP-actin subunits add onto the barbed-end of an actin filament ① and following rapid ATP hydrolysis

and slow Pi release ② ; ADP-actin subunits dissociate from the pointed end of a filament to reach a steady state ③ .

Filaments not only have a normal crossover point of the two-strand parallel twisted filament of 35 nm but also have a

minor stable state with a 27 nm crossover . Binding of cofilin to F-actin may initially be attracted to the more highly

rotated subunit domain ④ , which is a minor component (~10%) in naked F-actin, or binding may induce a rotation of

subunits to this stable state. The “twisted” filament perpetuates the rotation as ADF/cofilin binds along the filament in a

cooperative manner . Although binding of a single ADF/cofilin can enhance filament severing in vitro and may do so in

vivo if concentrations are low , the concentration of ADF/cofilin in mammalian cells is approximately 15–20% of actin ,

and since their actin binding is cooperative , regions of F-actin become saturated ⑤ with severing ⑥ occurring at

junctions between saturated and unbound F-actin . F-actin stabilizing compounds (e.g., phalloidin) often used in a

fluorescent form to visualize F-actin compete with cofilin for binding F-actin, and they can displace cofilin from actin by

stabilizing the untwisted state. Cofilin also competes for F-actin binding with LifeAct, a genetically encoded fluorescent

reporter often used for live cell imaging of F-actin . Quantifying intracellular F-actin in fixed cells by measuring bound

fluorescent phalloidin will not detect cofilin-actin filaments, which can be quite abundant, as their incorporation into cofilin-

actin rods ⑦ exemplifies. In unreviewed work available online at bioRxiv (doi: 10.1101/2021.09.17.460569), Hylton et al.

have used cryo-electron tomography to show that neuronal growth cone filopodia contain twisted cofilin-saturated F-actin

(27.95 nm crossover) in their proximal region, and they transition into fascin-linked filaments in their distal domain.

Packing of cofilin-actin filaments is tighter, leaving no room for fascin to cross-link filaments in this region.

All three proteins, ADF, cofilin-1, and cofilin-2, are expressed in adult mammalian neurons  and bind both globular (G)-

actin and filamentous (F)-actin with a strong preference (>40 fold) for binding ADP-actin . At low concentrations with

respect to actin subunits (1:750), cofilin is an effective F-actin severing protein. At higher concentrations, severing

efficiency declines but occurs at the junction between cofilin-saturated and unsaturated regions, which are sites of

increased strain , but stable cofilin-actin complexes can also nucleate growth  ( Figure 1 ).

There are subtle differences in how mammalian ADF and cofilin-1 modulate actin, and although each can rescue many

functions of the other in cell behavioral assays, there are some isoform-specific functions ; these could arise because

of differences in the protein’s inherent activity or reflect differences in their sites of translation or cellular regulation.

Inherent activity differences are observed in the assembly of ADF-actin and cofilin-actin complexes, each of which

assembles into filaments that appear identical to F-actin saturated with cofilin or ADF, but the critical concentration for

assembly of ADF-actin is >5 μM, whereas it is ~1 μM for cofilin-actin, which is approximately the same as for ADP-actin

alone. Thus, ADF-actin may contribute to the intracellular pool of monomer, whereas cofilin-actin will not . For

similar reasons, cofilin-actin filaments might survive longer in cells where stress has resulted in a reduction in ATP and

filaments approach their equilibrium state.

The question of how expression of ADF and cofilin is controlled is also of great interest. During myoblast differentiation to

myocytes in chickens, which only express ADF and cofilin-2, there is a big switch in expression to cofilin-2 as the

myocytes mature . There is also a big change in the expression of the skeletal muscle α-actin isoform and in the

assembled actin pool, raising the question “is ADF or cofilin expression tied to the monomeric actin pool?” This was

addressed in mouse C2C12 myoblasts by expressing a mutant form of actin that could not assemble into filaments. We

previously proposed that ADF expression but not that of cofilin is downregulated by a post-transcriptional mechanism and

the expression of total actin is also controlled . This feedback control is modulated by the actin monomer pool as

depolymerizing actin filaments using latrunculin A also decreases ADF but not cofilin expression. ADF, cofilin, and various
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actin isoforms are known transcriptional targets of the SRF and its cofactor MKL1 . The activation of MKL1/SRF gene

transcription is closely coupled to free cellular G-actin levels , suggesting an alternate mechanism for linkage between

ADF expression and the actin monomer pool. Differential regulation of individual SRF target genes through miRNAs or

competing repressive factors may contribute to distinctive ADF vs. cofilin expression mediated by SRF .

3. Actin Dynamics in Neuritogenesis and Neurite Growth

Brain development is morphologically normal in ADF null (ADF KO) mice , but cofilin is required for all aspects of

neuronal development. Neuritogenesis, the first morphological steps in neuronal differentiation, does not occur in

neuroblasts of ADF KO mice in which cofilin-1 is conditionally knocked out . Although not measured specifically in

neuronal progenitor cells, cofilin-2, which is highly upregulated in muscle at later stages of development, is probably not

expressed or expressed at very low levels at this stage . What is striking from this study is the presence of membrane

parallel actin filaments in electron micrographs of the neuroblasts, suggesting that the formation of neurites is regulated by

the need for cofilin-induced disassembly of the membrane proximal F-actin, such as what has been described for

polarizing fibroblasts . The breakdown of the membrane proximal F-actin by cofilin is followed by nucleated assembly of

actin filaments perpendicular to the membrane, driving filopodial and lamellipodial protrusions that emerge as the GC.

De novo neurite outgrowth and regeneration in adult neurons also requires actin turnover mediated by cofilin . Two

cofilin activities can be distinguished based on site directed mutants: S94D can depolymerize but not sever filaments and

Y82F can sever but not enhance depolymerization . When these mutants are expressed individually in an adult axon

regeneration system in which endogenous ADF and cofilin are silenced, severing is the essential activity for regeneration

.

Although the outgrowth and migration of the GC is reasonably well understood at the molecular level , the question of

how cofilin regulation fits into the guidance of growth cones has been more controversial. Ratio imaging of

immunofluorescence images of stained total cofilin to phospho-ADF/cofilin in GCs showed higher levels of active cofilin

along the region of the growth cone opposite to the side in contact with a repulsive guidance cue (aggrecan) . In chick

retinal or dorsal root ganglion neurons, which express ADF and not cofilin-1, an attractive turning response was observed

to a gradient of a membrane permeable source of either WT or S3A ADF, but not S3E, with increased filament barbed

ends on the growth cone side turning toward the source of the ADF , suggesting that enhanced severing and

generation of new barbed ends might be sufficient for setting the direction of protrusion and growth.

However, opposite results for phospho-cofilin distribution were observed in Xenopus laevis spinal neurons responding in

culture to a gradient of bone morphogenic protein 7 (BMP7), an attractant for these growth cones in their early

developmental stage (0–8 h) . During this period, the BMP7/receptor activated LIMK1 was essential in turning and

resulted in increased phospho-cofilin on the growth cone side in the direction of turning. Surprisingly, the response to

BMP-7 reversed in neurons between 8 and 20 h in culture, and BMP7 became a repulsive cue due to expression of a

transient receptor potential channel (TRPC) that responded to BMP7 by allowing calcium influx, which activated

calcineurin, a Ca2+ -calmodulin dependent phosphatase previously shown to activate SSH in neurons  ( Figure 4 ).

The distribution of cofilin activity across the growth cone was reversed during repulsion, which was blocked with

calcineurin inhibitors. The timing of the switch between attraction and repulsion in vitro correlates with ventral projections

of commissural neurons in vivo, which first benefitted from the attraction to the BMP7 producing cells and then by

repulsion that aids in their growth past the site of BMP7 release. Taken together, these findings suggest that it is more

than just a bias in activated cofilin that is required for the dynamic regulation of actin. It is possible that a decrease in

activated cofilin might enhance its severing activity, which is optimal at about 10 nM on isolated filaments in vitro .

However, as shown in the bead experiment described in Figure 2 , there is likely a broad range of cofilin concentrations

(nM to μM) that can support steady state dynamics of actin . In cells, cofilin phosphocycling might be more important

than the amount of cofilin that is in the dephosphorylated pool. Alternatively, other proteins that enhance severing and

turnover of cofilin-bound actin discussed above ( Figure 3 ) may also have gradients of activity across a growth cone and

perhaps may not require any changes in phosphorylated cofilin to control turning response.
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Figure 2. Effects of cofilin on different actin filament systems in vitro. (Top) Diagrammatic representation of an Arp2/3

nucleated branched actin filament network at the surface of a bead with an attached Arp2/3 activator showing activation of

Arp2/3 complex and nucleation of filaments, which bind through the complex to the side of older filaments to generate a

branched network. Filaments are disassembled by cofilin as they age (loss of Pi) relative to ADP-actin and show array

treadmilling. Capping protein limits growth to short filaments; profilin (not shown) sequesters monomers to prevent

spontaneous nucleation; CAP1 (not shown) enhances turnover of cofilin-actin fragments. Under low ionic strength

conditions, the branched network is rapidly disassembled even by low cofilin concentrations and will not assemble above

50 nM cofilin . (Bottom) Cofilin can maintain a steady state dynamic actin network mediated from both Arp2/3 complex

and formin-nucleated filaments in the absence of cofilin post-translational regulation. Beads maintain a narrow band of

Arp2/3 complex branched filaments along their surface with long, linear formin-nucleated filaments extending in a halo

and binding excess cofilin. Beads start rotating, probably because of asymmetry in assembly, and maintain rotation.

Based on data from Bleicher et al. .

Figure 3. Proteins modulating the turnover of F-actin with cofilin. Coronin’s have multiple roles in actin turnover in terms of

being able ①  to recruit cofilin to ADP-actin subunits and ②  to inhibit cofilin binding to ATP/ADP-Pi actin subunits while

enhancing Arp2/3 complex binding (not shown) . ③  When phosphorylated by protein kinase C (PKC) on ser2,

coronin1B dissociates from filaments and either remains inactive when bound to 14-3-3 until dephosphorylated by SSH

, or ④ binds a protein scaffold of WISp39/Hsp90, which can then recruit and activate SSH to dephosphorylate cofilin as

well as itself , disrupting the complex and releasing active coronin1B. Dephosphorylated coronin1B can also bind the

“aged” ADP-subunits in F-actin, where it serves to recruit cofilin and enhances turnover . Aip1, when phosphorylated

by the constitutively active STK16, enhances severing ⑤, and CAP1/2 dimer/oligomers (dark blue) enhance cofilin release

and nucleotide exchange on released actin monomers ⑥. 14-3-3 proteins ⑦ are modulators of phosphoprotein mediated

actin dynamics, inhibiting dephosphorylation of several proteins by non-specific phosphatases . Thus, 14-3-3

proteins are major integrators of phosphoprotein cycles that drive actin dynamics. Different Tpm isoforms ⑧ can inhibit or

permit cofilin binding . The Tpm 2.1 isoform allows either cofilin or myoII binding ⑨ , which compete in modulating
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myoII-dependent contractile processes in cells. ⑩  Fragments of cofilin-saturated F-actin can associate under oxidative

conditions to form cofilin-actin rods.

Figure 4. Primary sequence comparison and 3D structure of ADF/cofilins. (A): Aligned sequences of human (HS) and

mouse cofilin 1, cofilin 2, and ADF, identifying sites for regulation and modification discussed in the text: (p-blue)

phosphorylation; (U-red) ubiquitinylation; (gray highlight) bipartite nuclear localization sequence; (OG- orange) O-

GlcNAcylation; (N-green) neddylation (also a ubiquitinylation site); and (Ox) Methionine oxidation. Cysteines are

highlighted in yellow: C39-C147 forms an intermolecular disulfide found in rods, and C39-C80 and C139-C147 form

intramolecular disulfides in response to oxidative stress that targets cofilin to mitochondria . Residues that could

account for differences in regulation between isoforms or between human and mouse are 68, 108, 139, 144 and 164. (B):

Structure of human cofilin-1 viewed facing the actin-binding side with 90° rotations for side views. Residue colors match

as close as possible with those used in A. Green highlight in center image is the lower F-actin interface, and yellow

highlight is the upper F-actin–G-actin interface. Sequence data and 3D protein structure from NCBI using Cn3D software

version 4.3.1.

4. Actin Dynamics in Neurite Consolidation and Branching

Temporal regulation of actin dynamics is also important in the consolidation process by which the neurite shaft forms

behind the extending growth cone and in neurite branching. A current theory of consolidation is that it requires repressing

protrusive activity stimulated by cortactin, an activator of the Arp2/3 complex, that helps form branched actin networks

associated with new protrusions . Cortactin is also an enhancer of deposition of extracellular matrix material stimulating

branching . Cortactin is highly sensitive to degradation by calpain, a calcium-activated protease within neurite shafts.

By degrading cortactin, calpain limits new protrusions. The branching of more mature neurites probably occurs by reversal

of this pathway through inhibition of calpain by phosphorylation catalyzed by the cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase A

(PKA). This pathway likely explains the branching at sites of contact between neurites and neurotrophin-coated beads that

locally activate adenylate cyclase to produce cAMP . Neurite branching also requires septins, a family of GTP-binding

proteins that can assemble into filaments, rings, and mesh works and which then recruit cortactin to new sites of collateral

branch formation . Cortactin also aids septins in directing neurite microtubules toward the site of protrusion where

branched actin networks assemble on the tip of the microtubule through the activity of the adenomatous polyposis coli

(APC) protein . The penetration of a protrusion by a microtubule is required for the delivery of mitochondria and the

development of the GC for neurite branch elongation .

Significant branching of primary neurites also occurs during early stages of outgrowth in cultured hippocampal neurons.

The consolidation phase of the neurite at the base of the growth cone is often broken by the transit of new lamellipodial-

like processes (waves), usually starting at the soma and migrating along the neurite . During the period of
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axonogenesis, waves increase in frequency along the future axon . On some substrates, neurites elongate faster

when the wave reaches the growth cone, although myosin II-induced alterations in growth cone shape may result in an

apparent surge forward . During early neurite extension in cultured hippocampal neurons, waves move into and expand

the tip of a filopodium and form a new growth cone establishing a branch off the neurite. The ability of the waves to extend

down the neurite depends upon their binding to substrate through receptors, such as the L1-cell adhesion molecule (L1-

CAM), which couples with cortactin and the F-actin network that is undergoing retrograde flow (treadmilling) with the

forward protrusion of the membrane driven by actin assembly. This “molecular clutch” is provided by shootin-1b .

Actomyosin and the microtubule motor dynein also contribute to the forces for neurite elongation . Waves transport

actin toward the neurite tip probably by a preferential reutilization of actin subunits disassembled by cofilin from

treadmilling filaments and is, to date, one of only two demonstrable mechanisms for neurite actin transport, the other

being similar with nucleating hot spots that result in a biased anterograde elongation of filaments within neurites .

Long-term stabilization of the neurite shaft comes from membrane associated actin-rings that are spaced at about 190 nm

by spectrin tetramers . Although initially thought to be short, capped filaments, recent studies using platinum

replicate electron microscopy and super-resolution microscopy show that filaments in the rings are composed of two long

intertwined F-actins connected by a dense meshwork of aligned spectrins . The rings form earlier in a presumptive

axon than in a dendrite and extend throughout the axon shaft, whereas they are not as complete throughout its length in a

dendrite . Rings compartmentalize the membrane and restrict diffusion of lipids within the axon initial segment , but

they do not form early enough to explain neurite consolidation. Rings associate with myosin II, which has a scaffolding

and/or contractile role that can alter axon electrophysiology . The actin ring network in axons is more stable with

respect to remodeling than in dendrites , but the rings can expand and contract during cargo passage. Although the

effects of cofilin on ring stability and turnover have yet to be reported, it is possible that cofilin on its own may not directly

interact with the actin in rings given their structure and extensive spectrin cross-linking and myoII binding.

If cofilin is unable to disassemble ring actin, what other proteins might do so? Calpain, the cortactin-degrading protein in

shaft consolidation, also degrades ring structures during a Ca2+ -dependent degenerative response , although a milder

Ca2+ -induced F-actin disassembly might be provided by gelsolin, a Ca2+ -dependent severing and barbed-end capping

protein that is expressed in neurons . Alternatively, an F-actin severing activity has been identified as a function of a

large (250 kDa) multidomain protein containing a leucine-rich repeat and kinase domains called Lrrk2. As a monomer or

dimer, Lrrk2 severs F-actin in vitro but loses this activity when further oligomerized . Its severing activity is of interest

because mutations in Lrrk2 that affect severing are among the most common mutations found in familial Parkinson’s

disease (PD). Furthermore, Lrrk2 interacts with α-synuclein, resulting in Lrrk2 oligomerization, loss of severing activity,

and enhanced stability of F-actin in Drosophila models of PD. These can be partially reversed in flies by overexpressing

Drosophila cofilin (twinstar). The decreased turnover of F-actin in neurons with mutant Lrrk2 results in the mis-localization

of dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1) and subsequent mitochondrial elongation and dysfunction. The role of α-synuclein, the

major amyloid component of Lewy bodies, in dysregulating Lrrk2 is of particular interest for understanding dementia,

which occurs in a significant number of PD patients who have triplication of the α-synuclein gene .

5. Actin Dynamics in Nuclear and Mitochondrial Function

Cofilin contains a nuclear localization sequence similar to that of the SV40 large T-antigen with additional residues

comprising a bipartite NLS more recently identified (Figure 4). All three ADF/cofilin isoforms have been identified in stress-

induced rod-shaped cofilin-actin bundles (nuclear rods) from different cell types. Cofilin transports a complex of

monomeric actin and importin 9 into the nucleus via the nuclear pore complex (NPC). Actin export from the nucleus

through the NPC is mediated by profilin and exportin 6. The dynamics of nuclear F-actin are mediated at least in part by a

pool of nuclear cofilin, which increases with enhanced transport of G-actin. Monomeric nuclear actin fills many roles in

transcriptional regulation, first suggested in 1984, including serving as a component of all three RNA polymerases and in

many chromatin-remodeling complexes. Alterations in nuclear transport of actin has major effects on responses to growth

stimulatory pathways, such as that activated by serum response factor, and on the overall transcriptome.

A cofilin-regulated transient pool of nuclear F-actin is required for chromatin decondensation following cell exit from

mitosis into G1. The transient F-actin pool assembles at the nuclear envelope and results in protrusions and nuclear

volume expansion as well as in chromatin organization in daughter nuclei. Nuclear cofilin-1 inactivation by

phosphorylation occurs concomitantly with transition into G1 as nuclear F-actin increases. However, nuclear actin

assembly promoted by G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR)-mediated calcium signaling via the formin INF2 also enhances

nuclear protrusions and volume expansion in G1 that require filament bundling by alpha-actinin 4, a mediator of

endothelial mesenchymal transformation, tumorigenesis, and cancer metastasis. Significantly regarding their intranuclear

functions, alpha-actinins 2 and 4 are found as components of intranuclear rods that are devoid of cofilin, but which form in
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response to the expression of a skeletal muscle actin mutation (V163L) that causes intranuclear rod myopathy, suggesting

that rod formation is a conserved mechanism for sequestering potentially harmful proteins and is part of the actin stress

response.

Mitochondria, often major sources of ROS production in stressed cells, can undergo both fission and fusion to modulate

their numbers and cellular distribution; abnormalities in their dynamics and transport are linked to many

neurodegenerative diseases. The fission and fusion processes allow the mixing of mitochondrial contents. Removal of

damaged mitochondria by mitophagy is also a normal process in healthy cells, but mitochondria also serve as a sensor to

trigger cell death through apoptosis. Actin reorganization for both mitochondrial fission, requiring Drp1, and mitophagy to

remove non-functional mitochondria, are dependent on actin reorganization by cofilin. Some apoptotic signaling pathways,

especially those in which oxidative stress is the trigger, involved oxidation of cofilin and its targeting to the mitochondrion

where through interactions with cyclase associated protein1 (CAP1) it leads to release of apoptotic factors.

6. Cofilin-Actin Rods in Neurodegenerative Disorders

The formation of cytoplasmic rod-shaped bundles containing cofilin and actin havebeen studied in neurons: (1)

overexpressing or acutely activating (dephosphorylating) cofilin; (2) exposed to energetic, oxidative or excitotoxic stress

including hypoxia/ischemia; and (3) exposed to factors associated with progressive cognitive decline in age-related

neurodegenerative diseases. Rods form within neurites, but only rarely in the cell soma, in response to energetic and

oxidative stress. Rods induced by energy depletion have been isolated from both cortical neurons and non-neuronal cells

and contain the two cytoplasmic actin isoforms and ADF/cofilin in a ratio between total actin and total ADF/cofilin of 1:1.

ADF and cofilin in rods are present at about their same expression level as within the cell type from which they are

isolated. Rods are sensitive to non-ionic detergents which should not be used for cell permeabilization if immunostaining

of coflin in rods is desired. Most cofilin in rods occurs as a cofilin dimer cross-linked by a disulfide bond between C39 and

C147.

The rapidity of rod formation in energetically stressed and glutamate-treated neurons and in brain slices undergoing

oxygen deprivation resulted in studies on rod formation in ischemic brain injury (stroke). Four different mouse models of

brain ischemia were examined, each initiating rod formation but with differing patterns and in all models rods formed

exclusively in neuronal processes. Photothrombic lesions produced the most localized ischemic event; rods started

forming within 1 h and reached their maximum at 24 h, localizing within the distal edge of the infarct region and slightly

into the surrounding non-ischemic tissue but never within the core. In rats subjected to MCAO and reperfusion, regions

with rods showed almost complete disappearance of functional mitochondria, and synaptic activity declined in the neurons

with rods. Treatments that promoted cofilin phosphorylation reduced rod formation whereas enhancing cofilin

dephosphorylation increased rods and exacerbated synapse loss. Overexpressing the cofilin inactivating kinase, LIMK1,

reduced rod formation, protected synapses, and attenuated cofilin-mediated apoptosis, increasing neuronal survival

following stroke, supporting the finding that decreased cofilin activity is beneficial in recovery from stroke.

Rods are associated with several cognitive disorders and share a common pathway for their formation in the

subpopulation of neurons affected. Rod formation in culture systems is causative of synaptic deficits, but rods only form in

a subset of hippocampal neurons in response to disease-related degenerative factors. However, only a subpopulation of

neurons in the hippocampus undergo loss of dendritic spines in a sleep deprivation model in which cognitive deficits are

significant. Given the importance of cofilin in modulating dynamic actin processes for synaptic function, it is not yet

possible to conclude that rods per se are causative with respect to the cognitive dysfunctions that arise.

Although rods from energetically stressed cells have been isolated and characterized, components of rods that develop

during neurodegenerative disease progression, other than actin and cofilin, are unknown. Since rod formation induced by

the PrPC/NOX pathway is in a small subpopulation of neurons and fewer rods form per neuron than during energetic

stress, their isolation for compositional analysis is challenging. One approach might be to use rod reporters to visualize

the rod and laser capture microdissection coupled to mass spectrometry for their compositional analysis. Certainly, much

work lies ahead to obtain a complete understanding of the many beneficial and detrimental activities of this interesting

ADF/cofilin protein family.
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